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BLESS 3.5 -- The Practice, Purpose and Posture of Sharing a Meal 
(week of 2/28/2016) 

Text: Luke 14:1-11 
 

Big Idea:  Share a meal the way Jesus taught  
 

Icebreaker:  Who did you bless this week? 
 

Luke 14:1-6  One Sabbath, when Jesus went to eat in the house of a prominent 
Pharisee, he was being carefully watched.  (2)  There in front of him was a man 
suffering from abnormal swelling of his body.  (3)  Jesus asked the Pharisees and experts in the law, "Is it lawful to heal 
on the Sabbath or not?"  (4)  But they remained silent. So taking hold of the man, he healed him and sent him on his way.  
(5)  Then he asked them, "If one of you has a child or an ox that falls into a well on the Sabbath day, will you not 
immediately pull it out?"  (6)  And they had nothing to say. 

 

This week’s study centers on a dinner that Jesus attended, and involves a man with a serious health problem 
that Jesus healed.  Notice the last few words of the first sentence: “he was being carefully watched.”  Those 
words alert us to the fact that what followed was no accident.  Jesus’ enemies wanted to disgrace him 
publicly, so they set up a situation where they hoped he would violate one of their Sabbath laws and be 
subject to public dismissal or punishment.  In the home of a “prominent Pharisee”, there is NO WAY that this 
sick man should have even been allowed through the front door on the Sabbath.  His illness would have been 
an immediate disqualifier for participation in a Sabbath meal in a house where the slightest ailment would 
have been understood as making the whole house ceremonially unclean.  And yet here he was.  But, as usual, 
Jesus undoes their plan, and gives this man’s health back to him, in spite of the setting and society’s “rules”. 

Part of studying the Bible is, of course, learning the big, obvious truths and lessons that are easy to see in the 
text.  But it’s just as instructive to look “between and behind” the details, and make connections to 
important ideas that kind of float in the background.  Our passage this week holds at least a couple of those 
kinds of ideas.  We’ll discover what they are, and then see another, more obvious lesson that Jesus had for 
his fellow dinner guests -- and for us, as we invite people into our homes to eat with us.  We’ll learn the 
PRACTICE, the PURPOSE, and the POSTURE of sharing a meal with people who need to be pointed to Jesus. 

 

(1)  The Practice -- consistent connection 
Luke 14:1  One Sabbath, when Jesus went to eat in the house of a prominent Pharisee, he was being carefully watched. 
 

 There’s a HUGELY important principle “hiding in plain sight” in the first part of the verse that needs our 
attention, and we see it in the words, “when Jesus went to eat in the house of a prominent Pharisee.”  
Thinking about it, we realize that a lot of the story of Jesus involves food.  In fact, in just the gospel of Luke, 
there are 10 times when important teachings and moments involve Jesus sharing a meal with others. 

The nearly hidden lesson is this:  Jesus seemed to spend a lot of time eating with “sinners”, whether those 
sinners were people like Zacchaeus, the traitorous, thieving tax collector . . . or this verse’s less obvious 
sinner -- an important Pharisee, a social and religious leader who allowed his home to be used for an attack 
on Jesus’ public reputation. 

Why is there so much emphasis on the gospels about Jesus sharing meals with all kinds of people?  Mark 
Glanville explains why it was Jesus’ practice to constantly use shared meals as a point of connection: 

 “The result of individualism and isolation in western culture is pervading loneliness. Many people feel that 
they lack connection and meaningful relationships. I find myself regularly surprised as yet another friend 
expresses desire for richer relationships. My friends are capable and socially skilled but isolated by the 
suburban way of life. Jesus’ fellowship meals speak into our culture of individualism and isolation. They show 
us the shape of life and flourishing. They display the beauty, feasting and joy of the new creation – that is 
secured in Christ’s resurrection. There seems to be something about the bare sharing of a meal that reveals 
the kingdom of God.”  [Mark Glanville] 
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Q:  Describe your closest friendship.  What characteristics make it strong? 
 

Q:  How important to that friendship is eating together, and why? 
 

Q: In the first episode of the old television series, THE TWILIGHT ZONE, an Air Force serviceman is isolated 
from all human contact for 2.5 weeks, to test the human capacity for space flight isolation.  At the end of the 
time, he falls into a psychotic panic.  Afterwards, an officer tells him:  “We can feed the stomach with 
concentrates.  We can supply microfilm for reading, recreation, even movies of a sort.  We can pump oxygen 
in a waste material out.  But there’s one thing we can’t simulate that’s a very basic need:  man’s hunger for 
companionship.  The barrier of loneliness -- that’s one thing we haven’t licked yet.”  What might Jesus add to 
that statement? 

 

Q:  Luke 7:34 says, “The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and you say, 'Here is a glutton and a drunkard, 
a friend of tax collectors and sinners.' ”  What does that tell us about how often Jesus built his teaching and 
reaching out to people around meals?  Why is that important? 

 

Q:  Jesus ate at the homes of both Pharisees (the ultra-religious) and of tax collectors and other “sinners.” 
What does this tell us about Jesus?  [Look for multiple answers] 

 
 

(2)  The Purpose -- life change 
Luke 14:2-6   There in front of him was a man suffering from abnormal swelling of his body.  (3)  Jesus asked the Pharisees 

and experts in the law, "Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath or not?"  (4)  But they remained silent. So taking hold of the 
man, he healed him and sent him on his way.  (5)  Then he asked them, "If one of you has a child or an ox that falls into a 
well on the Sabbath day, will you not immediately pull it out?"  (6)  And they had nothing to say.   

 

We don’t know who this man was, or what he thought about being used as a pawn in the scheme of the 
Jewish leaders to discredit Jesus.  We just know that it sounds like he was suffering from an edema -- swelling 
caused by excess fluid trapped in your body's tissues.  The likely causes were heart failure, kidney disease or 
cirrhosis of the liver.  It WAS against the law of the day to heal on the Sabbath, but that was a MAN-MADE 
law, and NOT a law handed down by God.  So Jesus healed the man’s illness.  Notice -- he didn’t just make 
the swelling go away; Jesus healed the CAUSE of the swelling, the illness itself!  That man’s life wasn’t just 
made more convenient by removing some unsightly and uncomfortable swelling; he was fully restored to 
health.  And with that also would have come being restored to family, to society, to reputation -- he would 
have been restored to what his life should have been all along. 

So we should expect to perform healing for our dinner guests?  Well, maybe not PHYSICAL healing (or, maybe!  
God will do what he will do!)  But there are other kinds of healing that the people around you need.  Sharing 
a meal with someone gives you time for close interaction and conversation.  If we add into our meal the 
active listening we learned about last week, God can use us to start to bring EMOTIONAL healing to our 
guests, according to whatever way they’ve been battered and beaten by life.  As friendships develop over 
shared meals, we come to know people in deeper ways, and can show them how God can bring healing to 
whatever has caused the pain in their life. 

And in pointing them to Jesus, we help them find SPIRITUAL healing and hope for eternity.  By bringing them 
to Jesus, we can help completely change their life! 

 

Q:  When Jesus asked the gathering whether it was lawful to heal on the Sabbath (vs 3), no one answered him.  
And after the healing, Jesus asked another question, and again, no one answered.  But the phrase Luke uses 
is different, and interesting: “They had nothing to say.”  If he had just broken a Sabbath law, why had Jesus’ 
action left them with no argument against him? 

 

Q:  Contrast the eagerness of the Pharisees to see that the rules were followed with the eagerness of the sick 
man to be healed.  How could the Pharisees be so blind to his need?  
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Q:  When asked what was wrong with the world, G.K. Chesterton answered, “I am.” He understood that 
change must start in our own hearts.  What might have to change in YOUR heart to allow you to seek 
spiritual change for people far from God? 

 

Q:  If you really believed that God would change the heart of a person you know, by how you share a meal 
with them, who would you invite first? 

 

Q:  Some of us need to learn to see people as the beloved creation that God is using us to call back to himself, 
rather than “those people who should work on getting their lives straight”.  How can we change our thinking 
about them in that way? 

 
 

(3)  The Posture -- humility 
Luke 14:7-11   When he noticed how the guests picked the places of honor at the table, he told them this parable:  (8)  

"When someone invites you to a wedding feast, do not take the place of honor, for a person more distinguished than 
you may have been invited.  (9)  If so, the host who invited both of you will come and say to you, 'Give this person your 
seat.' Then, humiliated, you will have to take the least important place.  (10)  But when you are invited, take the lowest 
place, so that when your host comes, he will say to you, 'Friend, move up to a better place.' Then you will be honored in 
the presence of all the other guests.  (11)  For all those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble 
themselves will be exalted." 

 

“There was a pecking order among this group. Jesus and his disciples may have arrived early enough to observe what 
was going on. There were no place cards to indicate where the guests were to sit, so as a guest entered he would look 
for the most honored spots at the table. Where one sat vis-à-vis the host was a public advertisement of one's status. 
Apparently at a Jewish meal, the top place was at the head end of the table or the middle of the middle couch. 

“But the guests were not really free to sit where they desired. The host could seat and reseat guests as needs arose. 
Jesus gives an example of the host asking a presumptuous guest to give up his place of honor to another guest. All that 
is left at this point is the least important place at the table, which all of the other guests had avoided! Oops. Big time 
embarrassment! The one who had sought to advance his social standing ended up overreaching himself and being 
publicly humiliated.”   [Ralph Wilson] 

 

Q:  In what ways do people try to “move themselves up the table” in different areas of life -- work, social 
settings, family gatherings, etc.? 

 

Q:  How have you reacted when another person inappropriately pushed him- or herself into prominence 
above you -- what has the attitude of your reaction said about your own self-pride or humility? 

 

Q:  “those who humble themselves will be exalted” --  Does humility mean self-degradation (putting yourself 
down)?  If not, then how DO we humble ourselves (vs. 11)?  
 

Q:  Now switch from thinking as a guest to thinking as the one inviting people to share a meal -- how do we 
show either humility or self-pride when we are the host, rather than the guest?  [answer both sides of the 
question] 

 

Q:  If I got an invitation to dinner that sounded like my host was going to try to change something about me 
while I was there, I would turn it down.  How do we approach sharing a meal without scaring off the one we 
want to bless? 

 
 

NEXT STEPS:  On Sunday, we were challenged to decide on a particular person for whom we would pray about 
blessing, and who we would invite to share a meal with us.  Wherever you are in that process, take the next 
step in the next week or so. 
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FURTHER STUDY NOTES 
 

https://www.crossway.org/blog/2011/05/interview-with-tim-chester-eating-with-a-mission/ 
(The above link takes you to an excellent, brief conversation with the author of a book called, “A Meal with Jesus”.  

There is very good material in the interview that you’ll be able to use in your group meeting, if you care to.) 
 

[Fred Zaspel]  “Moreover, dining was considered in that society — as still in our society somewhat — to imply and/or 
create a certain social bond. Dining together is a kind of intimacy. Neither they nor we tend to share our meals, 
especially at home, with just anyone. This is a time for family and close friends — or for friends whom we want by this 
gesture to become close. There is a hint of this in Psalm 41:9, where the treachery of Judas is highlighted by the fact 
that he was our Lord’s own table companion. All that is to say that to dine with sinners is to imply a kind of friendship 
and intimacy that is surely improper. . . And so meals were not to be regarded lightly. Dining with someone has certain 
unavoidable social connotations. 

“It was in this kind of social understanding that Jesus just did not fit. He was not careful enough socially. His eating habits 
fell far short of expected standards. It seemed he would eat with anyone. Indeed, he seemed to enjoy it! It was at his 
own initiative he ate with Zacchaeus, the chief sinner of all people. And in doing so he pushed the limits of social 
respectability and even of what was considered to be biblical godliness. And in all this he gained a reputation. There is 
no other way to say it — this was just scandalous.” 

 

[Mark Glanville]  “Social boundary markers were very important in 1st century Israel and meals were the way that social 
boundaries were maintained and displayed. Every pious Jew knew who they could eat with, and who they couldn’t eat 
with. Jesus’ choice of dinner partners demonstrated an alarming disregard for purity laws and social mores. Jesus ate 
with ‘tax collectors’ and ‘sinners’! Tax collectors were double trouble: first, they were perceived by their fellow Jews as 
colluding with the Roman Empire. Second, they made their living by charging more than they passed on to the Roman 
overlords. ‘Sinners’ on the other hand were those people thought to be flagrantly wicked: tax collectors were included 
in this category, as well as prostitutes, criminals and their like. These people had no place in regular society. It is 
interesting to me that Levi the tax collector naturally gathered other outsiders around himself. Cut off from society, 
these people choose to be lonely together. And, significantly, these people are Jesus’ company of choice!” 

 

[Don McKim, reviewing Arthur Cochrane]   “. . . eating and drinking are good human activities, commanded and 
permitted to us by God “as a sign that Jesus is the Bread of eternal life and Giver of the water of life” whereby we “may 
know and proclaim Christ’s death,” and in order that we “may come to faith”. In eating and drinking we are proclaiming 
Christ’s work of reconciliation: We are reconciled with God in Christ (2 Cor. 5:16-21) and dividing walls of hostility 
between peoples are broken down (Ephesians 2:11-22). In short, “a table fellowship has been made possible among all 
peoples.” 

“Think of that! Each time we eat and drink, we do so with Jesus. We are celebrating Jesus’ work of salvation and 
reconciliation. This is how we, as Christians, must eat and drink. Cochrane said, quoting the apostle Paul: “‘Whether 
you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God’ (1 Cor. 10:31). All eating and drinking is to the glory of 
God!” (59). We eat and drink, always, in the presence of the Christ who died and was raised for our justification 
(Romans 4:25). Every meal is a “witness” to Jesus Christ and what he has done for us. This makes all our table 
fellowship and the food and drink we share an important—shall we say, “sacred” event?! 

 

[Ralph Wilson]  “Jesus took hold of the man. The Greek word is epilambanomai, "to make the motion of grasping or 
taking hold of something, 'take hold of, grasp, catch.' "  Probably this means that he took the man by the hand.  Then 
Luke records that he healed him. The next action is interesting. Most translations render this in a similar way to the 
NIV, which says that Jesus "sent him away." The Greek word is apoluo. It can be used as a legal term, "acquit, release," 
or as "let go, send away, dismiss." In the previous chapter the same word is used of the bent woman in the sense of "to 
release from a painful condition, 'free.' "   I don't see why Jesus would send the man away from the dinner; that doesn't 
seem to be what is going on. Perhaps the sense is: "Taking hold (of the man's hand), Jesus healed him and set him free 
(from his disease)." That makes more sense to me, certainly is a possible interpretation of the Greek, and follows a 
recent similar usage by Luke.  

https://www.crossway.org/blog/2011/05/interview-with-tim-chester-eating-with-a-mission/

